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ABSTRACT  

 

G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are a superfamily of cell surface signaling 
proteins that act as central molecular activators and integrators in all endocrine 
systems. Membrane trafficking of GPCRs is a fundamental process in shaping 
extensive signaling networks activated by these receptors. Mounting evidence has 
identified an increasingly complex network of pathways and protein interactions that 
a GPCR can traverse and associate with, indicating a multi-level system of 
regulation. This review will discuss the recent developments in how GPCRs are 
trafficked to the cell surface as newly synthesized receptors, their recruitment to the 
clathrin-mediated pathway for endocytosis, and their sorting to subsequent divergent 
post-endocytic fates, focusing primarily on hormone-activated GPCRs. Current 
models depicting the classic roles membrane trafficking plays in GPCR signaling 
have evolved to a highly regulated and complex system than previously appreciated. 
These developments impart key mechanistic information on how spatial and temporal 
aspects of GPCR signaling may be integrated and could provide pathway-specific 
targets to be exploited for therapeutic intervention. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ligand-dependent activation of cellular signaling networks by the superfamily of G 
protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) involves both heterotrimeric G protein and G 
protein-independent signaling pathways. Given that a single ligand can generate 
multiple signaling responses, and that a single cell expresses multiple distinct cell 
surface receptors, raises the question of how this information is integrated or 
translated into specific cellular and physiological responses. Membrane trafficking is 
one key mechanism in defining these responses in complex signaling pathways. For 
many types of membrane cargo, including GPCRs, this represents a fundamental 
means not only to dictate sensitivity of a tissue to its ligand, but more recent findings 
illustrate that it is also vitally important in providing spatial control of a signal. 

GPCRs remain at the forefront of many drug target programs due to their central role 
in all physiological systems and that perturbations in their activity can result in a 
multitude of diseases, including; obesity, diabetes, congestive heart failure, hormone-
dependent cancers and infertility, to name only a few. Disease-causing mutations in 
GPCRs can have dramatic impacts on cell signaling, but it is also becoming apparent 
that disruption of cell signaling could result from perturbations in the trafficking 
system (Polo and Di Fiore, 2006, Sorkin and von Zastrow, 2009). This review will 
give a brief overview of the trafficking pathways that GPCRs traverse, from cell 
surface targeting, to agonist-induced internalization and the divergent post-endocytic 
fates. Focus will primarily be on recent developments in each of these trafficking 
pathways, particularly for endocrine-relevant GPCRs.  

THE LIFE CYCLE OF GPCRs: A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF CURRENT PARADIGMS 

a) Trafficking from ER/Golgi to plasma membrane 

Like many other membrane proteins, GPCRs are synthesized and processed in the 
endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Post-translational modifications such as glycosylation 
and ubiquitination, oligomerization with other receptor molecules, association with 
accessory chaperone proteins and folding take place in this compartment and are 
necessary for export (Achour et al., 2008, Tan et al., 2004). Subsequent trafficking 
through the ER and Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC) and Golgi apparatus 
also facilitates maturation and correct targeting to the cell surface. All three 
compartments are known to act as a strict quality control system for protein 
misfolding and accumulation (Conn and Janovick, 2009a, Ellgaard and Helenius, 
2003). This quality control system includes ER-resident chaperones, such as 
calnexin, calreticulin and members of the protein disulfide-isomerase family (e.g. 
ERP-57) that sense membrane insertion and di-sulphide bond formation (Williams, 
2006, Ellgaard and Helenius, 2003, Anelli and Sitia, 2008, Ayala Yanez and Conn, 
2010). The quality control system also provides correct association with other 
chaperone proteins that regulate folding and/or transport through the ER/Golgi (Dong 
et al., 2007, Cooray et al., 2009). If protein folding fails, the defective GPCR is then 
targeted for degradation via the proteasome pathway. The identity of accessory 
proteins involved in the regulation of GPCR cell surface access are still rudimentary 
for the majority of GPCRs, although for some hormone-activated GPCRs like 
adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) receptor, there are receptor-specific chaperone 
proteins that regulate its cell surface access (see accompanying Review by Clark et 
al., 2010). A lot of our understanding of these trafficking pathways has been 
facilitated by identification of disease-causing mutations in GPCRs that result of 
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intracellular retention in the ER or Golgi compartments, such as X-linked nephrogenic 
diabetes insipidus, Familial hypocalciuric hypercalcemia, Familial glucocorticoid 
deficiency or hypogonadotropic hypogonadism (Conn et al., 2007). 

b) GPCR recruitment to clathrin-coated pits (CCPs) and internalization 

Once at the cell surface, GPCRs are able to bind its ligand, which initiates receptor 
activation of various signaling cascades. Cell surface signaling is well known to be 
regulated at a temporal level by membrane trafficking of GPCRs from the cell 
surface. This rapid ligand-induced internalization, contributes to acute signal 
termination or desensitization of G-protein signaling (Figure 1). The internalization of 
many GPCRs occurs primarily via clathrin-coated pits (CCPs) involving a mechanism 

whereby adaptor proteins of the arrestin family, -arrestins 1 and 2, play a central 
role (extensively Reviewed for e.g. (Moore et al., 2007, Reiter and Lefkowitz, 2006, 

DeWire et al., 2007)). In this model, -arrestin is recruited from the cytoplasm to the 
activated and phosphorylated GPCR (by members of the GPCR kinase (GRKs) 

family), resulting in uncoupling the receptor from its cognate G-protein. -arrestin also 
drives receptor clustering in to CCPs, via its ability to bind both GPCR and CCP 

proteins, namely the -subunit of the adaptor protein AP2 and heavy chain of clathrin 
(Figure 1). Once GPCRs are concentrated in CCPs, the scission of vesicles from the 
plasma membrane involves the large GTPase dynamin, which is recruited to the 
CCP, resulting in internalization of cargo to the endosomal compartment. 

c) From early endosome to divergent endocytic pathways 

Once internalized, GPCRs can traverse distinct trafficking routes that further shape 
the signaling response. GPCRs are either: rapidly targeted to the lysosome for its 
degradation resulting in complete termination of receptor signal activity, rapidly 
recycled back to the plasma membrane resulting in resensitization and hormone 
signal recovery, or are retained in endosomes, traversing the degradative and/or 
recycling pathways at a much slower rate (Figure 1) (Hanyaloglu and Zastrow, 2008, 
Marchese et al., 2008). A family of small GTPases, Rabs, play essential roles in 
trafficking, and can regulate and characterize compartments of these pathways 
(Seachrist and Ferguson, 2003). Following internalization to Rab5 positive early 
endosomes, receptors can recycle to the plasma membrane via Rab4 and/or 
Rab5/Rab4-positive vesicles (the “short cycle”) or progress to Rab11-positive 
perinuclear recycling endosomes, from where they may either recycle to the plasma 
membrane via Rab11, (the "long cycle") or are sorted to MVB/lysosomal degradation 
pathways via Rab7-postive late endosomes (Figure 1). The sorting fate of GPCRs 
determines the heterotrimeric G-protein signaling pattern on a temporal level 
(resensitization versus long-term signal termination). Furthermore, GPCRs can 

activate non G-protein signaling pathways from endosomes, mainly via GPCR/ -
arrestin complexes, that create scaffolds for association with MAPK signaling 
molecules. This suggests an important spatial role, as well as temporal control, for 
GPCR membrane trafficking (Reiter and Lefkowitz, 2006).  
 
How GPCRs are sorted in to these divergent pathways is not as well understood as 
mechanisms of receptor internalization, but what is certain is that these trafficking 
fates are highly regulated events, determined by sorting sequences encoded in the 
GPCR intracellular domains of the GPCR‟s. For example, entry of many GPCRs to 

the recycling pathway (e.g. 2-adrenergic receptor, luteinizing hormone receptor, 
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thyrotropin-stimulating hormone receptor) is highly dependent on specific cytoplasmic 
carboxy-tail (C-tail) sequences (Hanyaloglu and Zastrow, 2008, Marchese et al., 
2008). 

These next sections will highlight the recent studies that illustrate both the complexity 
of these trafficking pathways, and how membrane trafficking offers a means for tight 
spatio-temporal control of signaling from GPCRs in endocrine systems. 
Consequently they challenge the classical models that these pathways play in 
regulating GPCR signal activity. 

 

TRAFFICKING OF GPCRs FROM ER/GOLGI  
Positive and negative regulation of membrane trafficking 

Trafficking of GPCRs through the biosynthetic pathway to the cell surface is a tightly 
regulated mechanism with multiple steps and a stringent quality control system to 
ensure correct GPCR folding and targeting. As stated above, association of GPCRs 
with accessory proteins or chaperones are a key step for the forward trafficking 
through the ER and Golgi. Some of these chaperones maybe quite receptor specific 
e.g. melanocortin receptor accessory proteins (MRAPs) (Webb and Clark, 2009), 
RACK1 (Parent et al., 2008) and M10 family of major histocompatibility proteins 
(MHC) (Loconto et al., 2003), while others are able to bind many GPCRs such as 
RAMPs (receptor activity modifying proteins) (Sexton et al., 2006) and GEC1 
(glandular epithelial cell 1) (Chen et al., 2009). All of these accessory proteins play a 
role in driving the trafficking of the receptor to the surface. More recently, there have 
been molecules identified that negatively regulate this process. For example, the 
protein NECAB2 (Neuronal Ca2+-binding protein 2) interacts with the C-tail of the 
Adenosine 2A receptor in order to reduce plasma membrane expression of the 
receptor (Canela et al., 2007). Interestingly, recent findings have shown the MRAPs 
can have a dual role in regulating surface expression of specific subtypes of the 
melanocortin receptor family, negatively regulating MC4R and MCR5, but positively 
regulating MCR2, however, the mechanism behind this duality in the MRAPs is as 
yet unknown (Chan et al., 2009).  

It is becoming apparent that many GPCRs form homo and/or hetero-dimers or higher 
order oligomers and that dimerization could both positively and negatively regulate 
GPCR cell surface targeting (see e.g. (Milligan, 2010, Gurevich and Gurevich, 2008) 
for recent reviews). Some of these receptors are hormone-activated GPCRs 
exhibiting constitutive dimers/oligomers, which form during biosynthesis e.g. the V1a 

and V2 vasopressin receptors, oxytocin receptor, 2-adrenergic receptor and 
gonadotrophin hormone (LH/hCG and FSH) receptors (Terrillon et al., 2003, Guan et 
al., 2009, Guan et al., 2010). It is thought that dimerization is a necessary pre-
requisite for correct surface targeting for some GPCRs and there have been 
numerous reports of inactivating mutations in hormone-activated GPCRs that result 
in ER retention. Although none have been directly associated with unveiling a dimer 
interface, there are several reports where association of the mutant receptor with 
wildtype receptor results in inhibition of cell surface expression of the latter, e.g. 
calcium-sensing receptor and FSH receptor (Pidasheva et al., 2006, Zarinan et al., 
2010), possibly explaining why heterozygous mutations can also result in disease. 
There have also been several reports that GPCRs can associate with splice variants 
of the same receptors, resulting in inhibition of both cell surface expression and 
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signal activity. For example, there are four splice variants of the LH receptor reported 
to be expressed in the human ovary, primarily in luteinized granulosa cells and 
corpora lutea (Dickinson et al., 2009, Madhra et al., 2004, Nakamura et al., 2004). 
These LH receptor splice variants are able to associate with the immature form of the 
full length LH receptor, and even the FSH receptor, leading to ER retention 
(Minegishi et al., 2007, Yamashita et al., 2005). Expression of these variants is 
altered through the menstrual cycle, indicating that gonadotrophin signaling response 
could be temporally regulated in luteal cells by the timed expression of LH receptor 
splice variants (Dickinson et al., 2009). This also suggests that the level of surface 
receptor could be regulated in vivo by dimerisation, an avenue that is currently being 
explored therapeutically with small molecule pharmacological chaperones (see 
below) and expression of receptor fragments via gene therapy approaches (Conn 
and Janovick, 2009a, Zarinan et al., 2010). 
 
Are GPCRs active during the biosynthetic pathway? 

The initial site of activity for all GPCRs is via binding of an endogenous extracellular 
ligand at cell surface, given that most endogenous ligands are not cell permeable. 
This is the most conventional and accepted model for GPCR activation and G protein 
signaling (Figure 2). The requirement for plasma membrane expression is highlighted 
by GPCR mutations that impair cell surface trafficking and result in retention in the 
ER. Not surprisingly, many of these mutations lead to a loss of function and 
consequently can cause a variety of diseases depending on the receptor that is 
mutated (Conn et al., 2007). However, several strategies using synthetic cell 
permeable antagonists and agonists have been shown to assist receptor folding, 
restore cell surface expression and receptor function. For the V2 vasopressin 
receptor and mammalian GnRH receptors such compounds are being explored as 
therapeutic agents for nephrogenic-diabetes insipidus (NDI) and hypogonadotrophic 
hypogonadism respectively (Conn et al., 2007, Conn and Janovick, 2009b, Jean-
Alphonse et al., 2009, Robben and Deen, 2007). The use of cell permeable 
compounds, however, has also revealed an interesting and novel aspect to our 
understanding of GPCR activity. Recently, cell surface deficient NDI-mutants of the 
V2 vasopressin receptor have been shown to be intracellularly activated during its 
biosynthesis, by a new class of non-peptide plasma membrane permeable agonists 
(Robben et al., 2009). Treatment of V2 vasopressin receptor trafficking mutants by 

these agonists, but not the endogenous cell impermeable ligands, allowed G s 
activation and cAMP accumulation. Such results could be a result of these 
compounds driving plasma membrane rescue of GPCR mutants, which then allows 
coupling of G proteins at the cell surface, as shown with recent studies with other cell 
permeable agonists for the V2 vasopressin receptor (Jean-Alphonse et al., 2009). 
However, Robben et al, (Robben et al., 2009) showed no evidence for changes in 
maturation (via glycosylation levels) of these mutant receptors when treated with 
these permeable non-peptide agonists, arguing that the cAMP signals observed from 
the mutant receptors occurs intracellularly (Figure 2). This signaling activity was also 
reported to be sufficient in activating similar downstream cellular responses from the 
cell surface, as evidenced by translocation of aquaporin-2 to the apical membrane in 
polarized MDCK cells (Robben et al., 2009). Such a novel signal location may have 
implications for non-mutated GPCRs that are mostly observed to be intracellular, 
e.g., the human GnRH receptor or estrogen-responsive GPR30 (Finch et al., 2009, 
Revankar et al., 2005). Such an intracellular location could represent a reserve pool 
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of receptors that can be readily trafficked to the cell surface when required, but these 
current studies may suggest an alternative signal requirement at its intracellular 
(potentially ER/Golgi) location. This may be more pertinent for GPCRs like GPR30 
where their native ligand is a cell permeable hormone. Indeed, there are reports that 
GPR30 can activate calcium signaling from its ER location (Revankar et al., 2005), 
though the true functional cellular location for this GPCR is still debated (Filardo et 

al., 2007). However, studies with the 2-adrenergic receptor have shown that during 
its trafficking through the ER/Golgi this GPCR is already pre-associated with its 
heterotrimeric G proteins and effector enzyme, adenylyl cyclase II, in a signaling 
complex (Dupre et al., 2007, Dupre and Hebert, 2006), supporting the idea that 
GPCR signaling can be activated in this compartment. It remains to be determined if 
other GPCRs can activate G-protein signaling from intracellular compartments, and if 
this signaling has a distinct cellular function to G-protein signaling from the cell 
surface. 

TRAFFICKING FROM THE CELL SURFACE TO THE ENDOSOME VIA CCPs 

Fine-tuning of GPCR endocytosis via negative regulators of internalization 

Agonist-induced internalization for a lot of GPCRs involves a conserved and well-

characterized -arrestin-driven process (Figure 1). While it is evident that distinct 
GPCRs display receptor-specific behavior in how they utilize this pathway (see 
below), another concept, which has growing evidential support, is that endocytosis is 
exquisitely regulated by both positive and negative mechanisms. The current model 

depicts that -arrestin binding to the GPCR commits the receptor to be driven into the 
series of events that culminate in receptor internalization. Yet, there are at least three 
points in this process where receptor targeting to the internalization pathway can be 

negatively regulated. Receptor internalization can be controlled at 1) the level of -

arrestin binding to a GPCR, either by regulation of -arrestin recruitment to the 
membrane or at the level of receptor phosphorylation; 2) receptor recruitment in to 
CCPs; or 3) subsequent budding of a clathrin-coated vesicles. Recent data has 
provided evidence for regulation of GPCR internalization at each of these steps. One 
example of a protein that has been shown to be involved in regulating the first of 
these steps is the type 1 PDZ-domain-containing protein Na+/H+ exchange regulatory 
factor 1 (NHERF-1), also called Ezrin-Radixin-Moesin (ERM)-binding 
phosphoprotein-50 (EBP50). NHERF-1 is a cytoplasmic scaffolding protein 
implicated in protein targeting and in the assembly of protein complexes (Weinman et 

al., 2006). NHERF-1 expression has been shown to prevent or displace -arrestin 
association with the GPCR for parathyroid hormone (PTH)/PTH-related peptide, 
without affecting receptor phosphorylation. As elevated NHERF-1 levels inhibit 
dissociation of the receptor from its G-protein, this protein also prevents receptor 
signal desensitization (Wheeler et al., 2007, Wang et al., 2007, Wang et al., 2009). 

Although NHERF-1 is utilized for trafficking of other GPCRs, namely the 2-
adrenergic receptor and kappa-opioid receptor, the role of NHERF-1 in regulating 
GPCR internalization at the level of arrestin recruitment, so far, is specific for the 
PTH-receptors.  

Agonist-induced internalization of GPCRs can also be specifically controlled at the 

level of GPCR/ -arrestin recruitment in to CCPs. The Protein Linking IAP (CD47) to 
Cytoskeleton (PLIC-2, also called ubiquilin-2) was identified as the first negative 
regulator of this specific step in internalization. PLIC-2 is a member of a family of four 
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homologous PLIC or ubiquilin proteins, each of which contains an N-terminal 
ubiquitin-like (UbL) domain that functions as a ligand for ubiquitin-interacting motifs 
(UIMs) present in proteins associated with the proteasome and endocytic adaptors 
(Walters et al., 2002, Regan-Klapisz et al., 2005). While PLIC proteins are known to 
function in targeting poly-ubiquitinated proteins to the proteasome, and more recently 
in autophagy-dependent cell survival (Kleijnen et al., 2000, Mah et al., 2000, N'Diaye 
et al., 2009), the localization of PLICs at the plasma membrane and with components 
of the cytoskeleton has suggested cellular roles in addition to regulating protein 
turnover (Wu et al., 1999). PLIC-2 (but not the related isoform PLIC-1) delays 

clustering, and thus internalization of the GPCRs V2 vasopressin receptor and 2-
adrenergic receptor, but not other membrane cargo e.g. EGF and transferrin 
receptors, into CCPs (N'Diaye E et al., 2008). The molecular mechanisms may be via 
the ability of PLIC-2 to bind the CCP accessory protein Epsin, and thus inhibiting 
receptor entry in to the CCP (N'Diaye E et al., 2008). By modulating receptor 
clustering, PLIC-2 may have distinct roles in specifically regulating GPCR cell surface 
signal activity.  

There are also mechanisms that regulate GPCR internalization at the level of the 

CCP. GPCRs with type 1 PDZ ligands, like the 2-adrenergic receptor, exhibit a 
longer residency time in CCPs compared to receptors without PDZ ligands in their C-
tails (Puthenveedu and von Zastrow, 2006). These GPCRs delay their internalization 
by modulating recruitment of dynamin. The observation that these receptors enter 
only into a subset of CCPs also suggest that spatial and temporal membrane 
organization of GPCRs may even function to tightly regulate its own rate of 
endocytosis, specify the downstream trafficking itinerary of receptors or even in 
formation of signaling microdomains (Mundell et al., 2006, Puthenveedu and von 

Zastrow, 2006).  Although the PDZ ligand is associated with the ability of the 2-
adrenergic receptor to enter the recycling pathway from the endosome, it also 
suggests that, like NHERF-1 and the PTH receptor, GPCR-PDZ interactions with the 
actin cytoskeleton can regulate surface receptor levels via distinct mechanisms.  

Overall, these findings highlight that distinct mechanisms both positively and 
negatively regulate each step of the internalization process, not only to fine-tune the 
kinetics of endocytosis but could also provide a platform for defining the nature of 
GPCR-protein complexes that regulate a myriad of distinct signaling pathways. 

New insights in to the core mediators of GPCR internalization: -arrestins and GRKs 

With advancing technologies and imaging approaches, the classic GRK/ -arrestin 
model of rapid GPCR desensitization and internalization is viewed as a pathway that 
is not as well understood as previously thought. There is diversity in the role of these 
endocytic proteins beyond regulation of GPCR activity, e.g. GRK‟s are involved in 

NF B signaling (Patial et al., 2009) and more recently -arrestin 2 has been shown to 
act as a co-repressor for nuclear androgen receptor (Lakshmikanthan et al., 2009). In 
turn, there is also great diversity in how GPCRs differentially utilize this system, 
which is critical in understanding the impact of these pathways for specific receptor 
systems in vivo. Furthermore, novel players or, novel regulatory features to these 
core-mediators of membrane trafficking continue to be uncovered.  
 
Although GRK phosphorylation of activated GPCRs induces rapid desensitization via 

-arrestin recruitment, there are several studies indicating that these common 
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desensitization mechanisms can play other roles in spatio-temporal GPCR signaling. 
For example, phosphorylation of protease-activated receptor-2 (PAR-2) is not 

required for -arrestin recruitment and internalization, but a PAR-2 mutant without 

phosphorylation sites on its C-tail is unable to promote -arrestin-dependent MAPK 

activation (Ricks and Trejo, 2009). -Arrestin may also display differential sensitivity 
to certain hetero-trimeric G proteins. G15, a member of the Gq/11 family that 

activates phospholipase C is the first G-protein to be identified that is insensitive to -
arrestin-mediated desensitization (Innamorati et al., 2009). Due to the specific 
expression of G15 in hematopoietic precursor cells and activated lymphocytes, the 
authors suggest a physiological requirement for these cell types to maintain cell 
surface G15-protein signaling from diverse GPCRs (as G15 displays promiscuity in 

the receptors that it couples to). In turn this -arrestin-resistant G protein perhaps has 
implications in pathophysiological signaling occurring in diseases such as cancer 
(Innamorati et al., 2009). 
 
In addition to phosphorylation and ubiquitination, recent data also suggests a role for 

S-nitrosylation in regulating core mediators of GPCR trafficking. -arrestin, GRK2 and 
dynamin have all been demonstrated to be S-nitrosylated by endothelial nitric oxide 
synthase (eNOS) to modify their activity (Ozawa et al., 2008, Whalen et al., 2007, 

Wang et al., 2006). eNOS has been shown to bind and selectively S-nitrosylates -

arrestin 2, but not -arrestin 1, on a single cysteine residue (Ozawa et al., 2008). 

Agonist activation of the 2-adrenergic receptor causes eNOS dissociation from -

arrestin and promotes 2-adrenergic receptor internalization by facilitating -arrestin 
association with both AP-2 and clathrin (Ozawa et al 2008). S-nitrosylation of 
dynamin increases self-assembly, relocation to the plasma membrane and its 

GTPase activity (Wang et al., 2006, Kang-Decker et al., 2007). However, unlike -
arrestin and dynamin, S-nitrosylation of GRK-2 inhibits its kinase activity, negatively 

regulating 2-adrenergic receptor phosphorylation, and consequently -arrestin-
dependent G-protein desensitization (Whalen et al., 2007). Although these findings 
may appear to be disparate, they support the idea discussed above in that these 
pathways are highly dynamic and controlled by both positive and negative 
mechanisms.  
 
Contrasting roles of GPCR-mediated internalization in regulating G-protein signaling 

In the classical model described so far, GPCR agonist stimulation triggers signaling 
of G-protein signaling at the plasma membrane that is acutely regulated at the 

temporal level by -arrestin-mediated internalization. However, there have been 
several recent studies challenging the established connectivity between G-protein 
signal desensitization and GPCR internalization. Although prior studies have shown 

evidence of endosomal localization or even internalization of G  subunits (Allen et 
al., 2005, Slessareva et al., 2006), two very recent elegant studies, however, clearly 
show a requirement for GPCR/G-protein internalization for sustained or persistent 

G s signaling from an endosomal compartment (Calebiro et al., 2009, Ferrandon et 
al., 2009). Both studies employed the use of recently developed fluorescent 
resonance energy transfer (FRET) tools that allow measurement of cAMP production 
in real-time. cAMP is a well-characterized second messenger that activates several 
intracellular targets such as Epac (Exchange Protein Activated by cAMP), a cAMP 
binding protein resulting in activation of the small G protein Rap1. An Epac-1-
CFP/YFP FRET construct based on a single cAMP-binding domain of Epac has been 
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used as a cAMP sensor in living cells (Nikolaev et al., 2004), to study real time in vivo 
signaling dynamics of the parathyroid hormone receptor (PTHR) and thyroid-
stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR). Both studies show a requirement for GPCR 

internalization in sustained or persistent G s signaling from an endosomal 
compartment.  

In the case of the PTHR, the stability of the receptor-hormone complex is involved. 
The PTHR responds to two native ligands; the endocrine hormone PTH and 
paracrine acting PTH-related protein (PTHrP). By using FRET to measure both real 
time conformational changes within receptor and G-protein, and cAMP dynamics, the 
authors show that treatment with PTH, but not PTHrP, exhibited a prolonged GPCR 
activation and G-protein signal response (Ferrandon et al., 2009). PTH also 

stimulated co-trafficking of PTHR with G s in to early endosomes, while PTHrP 

results in dissociation of G s from its receptor prior to PTHR internalization. The 
differential response to its hormones is due to stable association of the PTH-receptor 
complex in a prolonged active conformation. Interestingly, internalization is required 
for this sustained signaling, as inhibition of internalization with a dynamin dominant 
negative mutant prevents this sustained cAMP production and results in 
desensitization (Ferrandon et al., 2009). This suggests that internalization of the 

receptor into the endosomal compartment may protect the receptor from -arrestin-

mediated desensitization. Interestingly, PTH treatment of osteoblasts from -arrestin 
2 knockout mice promotes sustained cAMP signaling (Ferrari et al., 2005), supporting 

this idea. Whether -arrestin 1 is involved in the internalization of the PTHR/G protein 
complex remains to be determined. This study does suggest that PTH induces a 
distinct receptor/protein complex required for co-trafficking of active GPCR/G-protein 
than that induced by PTHrP, perhaps due to association with proteins like NHERF-1 
that prevent PTHR desensitization (see above section). The spatio-temporal 
differences in cAMP signaling from the PTHR in response to each of its hormones 
has been proposed to explain the opposing physiological actions of both hormones 
on bone remodeling (Ferrandon et al., 2009).  

For the TSHR, TSH treatment also induces rapid internalization of the TSHR and co-

localization with its cognate G protein, G s, and adenylate cyclase III (Calebiro et al., 
2009). Furthermore, no desensitization of TSH-induced cAMP signaling was 
observed. Such a pattern of prolonged cAMP stimulation occurred under prolonged, 
but not short TSH stimulation, suggesting that receptor internalization prevents TSH 
dissociation from its receptor. By creating a transgenic mouse expressing an Epac-
FRET construct, the authors were able to study this phenomenon in thyroid follicles 
from these animals in culture. They show that the sustained endosomal cAMP 
production seems necessary for activation of downstream targets such as 
phosphorylation of the PKA-substrate vasodilator-stimulated phosphoprotein (VASP) 
and actin remodeling (Calebiro et al., 2009). Like the PTHR, the TSHR is also 

dependent on -arrestin for its internalization (Frenzel et al., 2006), yet it is not 
certain how these more classical mediators of desensitization/internalization would 
be integrated into these new findings. Interestingly, a recently identified TSHR-
interacting partner, the protein downstream regulatory element antagonist modulator 

(DREAM), has been shown to promote receptor coupling to G s (Rivas et al., 2009). 
Overall, both of these studies show that GPCR-G protein signaling can occur from 
very distinct compartments and highlights the role that trafficking plays in providing a 
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system for localized, spatially controlled signaling responses that may have very 
distinct cellular roles (Figure 2). 
 

POST-ENDOCYTIC TRAFFICKING FATE OF GPCRS 

Ubiquitin mediates lysosomal sorting of GPCRs at multiple steps 

The physiological requirement for rapid sorting of activated GPCRs to lysosomes in 
permanent signal termination is illustrated in diseases where such pathways are 
impaired, e.g. the sustained signal activity due to inhibition of chemokine receptor 
CXCR4 and PAR1 degradation in invasive breast cancer (Marchese et al., 2008). 
Thus mechanistic knowledge is key in this biologically and clinically relevant 
pathway.  A role for receptor ubiquitination has been determined for certain GPCRs 
in directing receptors to lysosomes. Furthermore, GPCRs, like other types of 
membrane cargo, can engage with endosomal sorting proteins namely HGF 
regulated tyrosine kinase substrate (Hrs) and components of the Endosomal Sorting 
Complexes Required for Transport (ESCRT) machinery for lysosomal sorting (see 
Reviews (Shenoy, 2007, Hanyaloglu and Zastrow, 2008, Marchese et al., 2008)). Hrs 
and the three ESCRT protein complexes (ESCRT I, II, & III) act sequentially in the 
sorting of mono-ubiquitinated cargo at the endosomal surface prior to invagination 
and lumenal vesicle formation in the MVB (Raiborg and Stenmark, 2009). What has 
emerged recently is that the timing and/or pattern of ubiquitination are key in 
determining the sorting fate of a receptor. 

Although several GPCRs have been shown to be ubiquitin modified (Shenoy, 2007, 
Marchese et al., 2008), the identities of the ubiquitin machinery involved, such as the 
E3 ligases, have only been identified for a few GPCRs. The E3 ligases that are 

known to ubiquitinate GPCRs include Nedd4 ( 2-adrenergic receptor) (Shenoy et al., 
2008), c-Cbl (PAR-2) (Jacob et al., 2005) and AIP4 (CXCR4) (Marchese et al., 2003). 
Although ubiquitination of these GPCRs is required for their sorting to lysosomes, 

without influencing agonist-induced internalization, ubiquitination of 2-adrenergic 

receptor or CXCR4 does not occur if internalization is inhibited. For the 2-adrenergic 

receptor, the mechanism involves arrestin recruitment of the Nedd4 ligase to the 

receptor (Shenoy et al., 2008). In contrast, arrestin is not involved in CXCR4 

ubiquitination even though arrestin1 binds AIP4 and loss of arrestin1 inhibits 
receptor degradation (Bhandari et al., 2007).  

Another component of the ubiquitination machinery that plays an important role in 
targeting GPCRs to the lysosome are the deubiquitnating enzymes (DUBs). Their 
action suggests that deubiquitination of receptor is also required for correct 
lysosomal sorting. For example, the PAR-2 receptor requires the DUBs, AMSH and 
UBPY for receptor deubiquitination in endosomes and an efficient routing to 
lysosomes (Hasdemir et al., 2009). These findings are consistent with prior 
observations with the calcium-sensing receptor, which requires binding to AMSH for 
its degradation (Reyes-Ibarra et al., 2007). 

Ubiquitination of other protein targets also plays a role in GPCR lysosomal sorting. 

The ubiquitination pattern of -arrestin can dictate the post-endocytic sorting fate by 
contributing to the stable (GPCR endosomal retention) or transient (GPCR recycling) 

association of GPCRs with -arrestin (Shenoy et al., 2007). However degradation of 
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the M1 and M2 muscarinic receptor requires stable ubiquitination of -arrestin, 

regardless of differences observed in stable association of -arrestin with each 
receptor (Mosser et al., 2008). For the delta-opioid receptor, ubiquitination of the 
receptor is not required for its rapid degradation (Tanowitz and Von Zastrow, 2002, 
Hislop et al., 2004) but plays a distinct and novel role at a late step in lysosomal 
sorting (Hislop et al., 2009).  Expression of a catalytically inactive mutant of E3 
ubiquitin ligase AIP4 was found to inhibit receptor degradation when measured by 
binding of radiolabeled ligand, but not when assessed by biochemical approaches. 
This suggests ubiquitin plays a role after the receptor has sorted to lysosomes during 
proteolytic processing of the receptor. Deubiquitination by the DUBs AMSH and 
UBPY was also required for this process, highlighting that the cycling between 
ubiquitination and deubiquitination is a common regulatory feature in the ubiquitin 
system (Hislop et al., 2009). These observations could be relevant for other GPCRs 
and even for prior studies assessing the role of GPCR ubiquitination by ligand-
binding approaches. 

New insights into targeted sorting of GPCRs to the recycling pathway 
 
It is well established that sorting of GPCRs to the recycling pathway is necessary for 
functional recovery, or resensitization, of G-protein signaling, under conditions of 
continued or repeated hormonal stimulation. However, chronic GPCR stimulation 
leads to rerouting of GPCRs from the recycling to the degradative pathway as part of 
the mechanism of receptor downregulation. Such reprogramming of the trafficking 
fate has significant therapeutic implications as it contributes to the phenomenon of 
tachyphylaxis, or drug tolerance (von Zastrow et al., 2003). Studies over the past few 
years has unveiled increasing complexity in how receptors are targeted to the 
recycling pathway, suggesting that this pathway may provide further cellular 
requirements than G-protein signal resensitization. 
 
As mentioned above (and also recently reviewed in (Hanyaloglu and Zastrow, 2008, 
Marchese et al., 2008)) GPCR recycling is a targeted process occurring via a 
„sequence-directed‟ mechanism. Yet for most receptors, little is known about the 
identity of the recycling proteins that bind to this sequence. With the exception of 
certain recycling sequences that conform to type 1 PDZ ligands in GPCR C-tails, 
recycling sequences are quite diverse, which suggests a high amount of receptor 
specificity in the proteins that they bind. However, there is also evidence that core 
endocytic machinery could regulate this trafficking mechanism. The early endosome-
localized adaptor protein Hrs has been identified as such a protein for the recycling of 

the GPCRs the 2-adrenergic receptor, mu-opioid receptor and calcitonin-receptor-
like receptor (Hanyaloglu et al., 2005, Hasdemir et al., 2007). Hrs is essential for 
recycling of these receptors, as knockdown of Hrs results in early endosomal 
retention. More recently Hrs has been shown to be required for the recycling of a 
tyrosine kinase receptor, the TrkA receptor (Huang et al., 2009), indicating that 
perhaps a sequence-directed mechanism of recycling is important for other kinds of 
signaling receptors. Of note, Hrs-dependent recycling for all these receptors is 
mediated via the N-terminal VHS domain of Hrs, a domain only characterized by its 
conserved presence in yeast Hrs (Vps27), Hrs, and the Hrs-interacting partner STAM 
(Hanyaloglu et al., 2005, Hasdemir et al., 2007, Huang et al., 2009). As Hrs is 
considered to be a scaffolding protein at the early endosome membrane and may not 
directly bind to the receptor cargo (Hanyaloglu et al., 2005), this suggests that, as 
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yet, an unknown protein interacting with the Hrs VHS domain might be involved in 
targeting GPCRs to the Hrs-recycling mechanism.  
 

There is also evidence supporting indirect and direct roles of -arrestin in regulating 
sorting of GPCRs to the recycling pathway. For some GPCRs, slow recycling to the 

plasma membrane is attributed to the association-dissociation kinetics with -arrestin, 
where transient associations facilitate rapid sorting, while strong association 

(mediated by GPCR phosphorylation and -arrestin ubiquitination) leads to trafficking 
to the perinuclear compartment and slow recycling kinetics (Shenoy et al., 2007). For 

the N-formyl peptide receptor, internalization is -arrestin-independent, but receptor 

recycling is highly dependent on -arrestin (Vines et al., 2003). This distinct role of -

arrestin in the recycling of this GPCR also implicates a novel role for the -arrestin-
binding protein AP-2 in regulating this process (Wagener et al., 2009). The 
importance of this pathway for receptor signaling are underscored by the findings that 

disruption of -arrestin-mediated recycling causes accumulation of receptor/ -
arrestin complexes in the late recycling compartment and aberrant signaling that 
leads to apoptosis (Vines et al., 2003, Wagener et al., 2009). 
 

A recurring theme in understanding membrane trafficking is that the pattern or timing 
of activity, defined by protein-protein interactions or post-translational modifications, 
are important determinants of receptor fate. Thus, the pattern of receptor 
phosphorylation can determine the sorting fate. For the mu-opioid receptor, the 
receptor phosphorylation state determines the trafficking to distinct recycling 
pathways. Thus, phosphorylated receptors enter the fast, Rab4-mediated recycling 
pathway, whereas non-phosphorylated receptors recycle via the „long cycle‟ or 
Rab11 pathway (Wang et al., 2008). By altering the pattern of receptor 
phosphorylation, a cell can alter its recycling kinetics, which in turn provides a 
mechanism to alter the kinetics of resensitization and tissue responsiveness. The 
identity of the kinases involved in GPCR phosphorylation and post-endocytic sorting 
includes the GRKs. The D2 dopamine receptor has recently been shown to require 

GRK2 and GRK3 phosphorylation, not for rapid desensitization or arrestin binding, 
but as an important determinant of receptor recycling (Namkung et al., 2009). This 

agrees with prior data with the 2-adrenergic receptor, where a GRK5 
phosphorylated serine in the receptor C-tail recycling sequence (DSLL) is necessary 
for receptor targeting to this pathway (Cao et al., 1999). However, more recently, the 
cAMP-dependent kinase, PKA, has been shown to be involved in unprecedented 

features of regulated recycling for the 2-adrenergic receptor (Yudowski et al., 2009). 
Employing imaging techniques such as total-internal reflection (TIRF) microscopy, 
that allow imaging of membrane events with high axial and temporal resolution, have 
obtained novel insights into receptor trafficking. With this technique, GPCR recycling 
(measured by membrane insertion events) was observed to be very rapid, occurring 
within 3-5 minutes of agonist stimulation (Yudowski et al., 2009). Furthermore, in 

neurons, the 2-adrenergic receptor insertion events differed in their time to laterally 
diffuse in the membrane, termed as transient or persistent events (Yudowski et al., 

2006). As the 2-adrenergic receptor is a G s coupled receptor that activates PKA, 
the authors identified that chemical inhibition of PKA increases the frequency of 
transiently localized recycling events (Yudowski et al., 2006). The site of PKA action 
is at a PKA consensus site in the receptor C-tail, distinct from the distal recycling 
sequence, as mutation of the PKA site also increased frequency of recycling events. 
These findings again illustrate the acute fine-tuning capacity of these pathways and 
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also allude to a signal compartmentalization role for persistent receptor insertion 
events (Yudowski et al., 2006, Yudowski et al., 2009). These may represent 

membrane scaffolding proteins that the 2-adrenergic receptor is known to form 
complexes with, such as the A kinase anchoring proteins (AKAPs). AKAP5 and 
AKAP12 not only provide a platform for compartmentalizing signaling molecules such 

as PKA and c-Src with 2-adrenergic receptor, but are also involved in regulating 
recycling and resensitization, and even recently, signaling to the MAP kinase 
pathway (Tao and Malbon, 2008, Tao et al., 2007, Tao et al., 2003).   
 

CONCLUSIONS & PERSPECTIVES 

It is becoming apparent that membrane trafficking is a highly complex system, 
comprising multiple steps, with mechanisms for both positive and negative regulation 
at each of these steps. Figure 3 illustrates only a fraction of the complexity of the 
pathways and molecules that a GPCR can traverse and associate with. Yet it is such 
complexity that provides a platform for exquisite control of receptor signaling events. 
GPCR trafficking can potentially be „reprogrammed‟ to a number of alternate fates to 
achieve very distinct signaling patterns, a feature that in endocrine systems could be 
highly advantageous for cells exposed to dynamic hormonal environments 
(Hanyaloglu and Zastrow, 2008). In addition, membrane trafficking provides potential 
for activation of multiple GPCR signaling sites, for both G-protein signaling and non 
G-protein signaling pathways (Figures 2 & 3), in addition to its well-known roles in 
desensitization and resensitization. 

The majority of research focuses on activation and trafficking of a single receptor, yet 
as stated in the Introduction, a single cell would control activity of multiple receptors, 
including GPCRs that can form both homo and hetero-dimers. Therefore, the next 
challenge is translating the possible permutations of trafficking fates and signaling 
outputs to biological end-points in specific physiological systems. Systems biology 
approaches are being applied to GPCR signal networks (Heitzler et al., 2009, 
Linderman, 2009) and membrane trafficking would be an important component in 
these approaches, as it is becoming accepted that signaling and trafficking are 
essentially one system (Sorkin and von Zastrow, 2009). These complex trafficking 
systems also provide avenues for development of pathway specific compounds, such 
as the recent interest in ligands that could have high specificity to particular signaling 
or trafficking pathways (also termed biased-agonists, or ligand-directed signaling) 
and thus have minimal side effects (Violin and Lefkowitz, 2007, Kenakin, 2007). For 

example, a number of compounds that specifically activate -arrestin signaling, but 
not G-protein coupling, have been reported (Violin and Lefkowitz, 2007, Drake et al., 
2008, Shukla et al., 2008, Azzi et al., 2003). There are also reports of compounds 
that can induce differential GPCR sorting, rerouting receptors from the recycling 
pathway utilized by the native ligand and inducing receptor ubiquitination and 
downregulation (Gonzalez-Cabrera et al., 2007, Oo et al., 2007). This highlights the 
potential value of GPCR trafficking assays as tools in drug discovery programs. 
Overall, as we begin to understand more of how these pathways impact downstream 
cellular programs, this will in turn open up numerous possibilities for therapeutic 
intervention that will have significant implications for a number of pathophysiological 
conditions.  
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1. The trafficking life cycle of GPCRs. Following synthesis, GPCRs are 
transported through the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and Golgi compartments where 
they engage in a number of protein interactions that regulate their maturation and 
control their surface targeting (see text).  Once at the membrane the receptor is able 
to bind its ligand, activating heterotrimeric G-protein signaling. Following activation, 
GPCRs are rapidly phosphorylated by kinases such as GRKs, or second messenger 

kinases such as PKA or PKC. -arrestin (Arr) is then rapidly recruited from the 
cytosol to the activated, phosphorylated GPCR, which uncouples the receptor from 
its G-protein and targets receptors to clathrin-coated pits (CCPs) for its 
internalization, resulting in rapid desensitization of G-protein signaling. However, the 
arrestin-bound GPCR can also lead to activation of non-G-protein mediated 
signaling. Internalized receptor in early endosomes can then be trafficked to various 
post-endocytic compartments. Trafficking to Rab7 late endosomes can lead to 
involution of receptors to form multivesicular bodies (MVBs) where subsequent fusion 
with lysosomes leads to receptor degradation and complete signal termination. 
GPCRs can also traffic to rapid (Rab4) or slow (Rab11) recycling compartments, a 
critical trafficking step for functional signal resensitization at the plasma membrane. 
CCP=clathrin-coated pit; EE=early endosome; RE=recycling endosome; 
LE/MVB=late endosome/multivesicular body; LY=lysosome. Orange „halo‟ at GPCR 

denotes heterotrimeric G protein-signals, green halo denotes, -arrestin-mediated, 
non-G protein signaling. 

Figure 2. Membrane trafficking of GPCRs provides novel compartments for G-
protein signaling. Heterotrimeric G-protein signaling is normally associated as a 
plasma membrane signaling event (Conventional model). However, recent studies 
have shown evidence for GPCRs to complex and signal with their cognate G-proteins 
at intracellular sites (Non-conventional model). GPCR signaling from the ER/Golgi 
has been observed by utilizing membrane permeable agonists that activate GPCRs 
without affecting maturation and cell surface expression (see text for details). Certain 
GPCRs also have been shown to co-localize with their G-proteins at the endosomes 
and exhibit a sustained G-protein signaling profile. This sustained signaling required 
receptor internalization (see text). Orange halo denotes G-protein signal from 
receptor. 

Figure 3.  Complex trafficking pathways acutely regulate spatio-temporal 
dynamics of GPCR signaling.  Membrane trafficking is regulated by a number of 
factors that involve both positive and negative mechanistic regulation of multiple 
trafficking steps. This cartoon illustrates just a few of the pathways and molecules 
discussed in the review (black dotted arrows), focusing on events following receptor 
activation at the cell surface. Novel mediators of agonist-induced internalization 

depicted include S-nitrosylation by eNOS of GRK and -arrestin, and negative 

regulation of GPCR/ -arrestin clustering in CCPs by PLIC-2. Targeting of GPCRs to 
the lysosome involves a cycle of ubiquitination/deubiquitnation of either receptor, or 
as yet, unknown protein targets at distinct points in the pathway. Sorting of GPCRs to 
the recycling pathway requires C-tail sequences e.g. PDZ ligands and Hrs for rapid 
recycling. However, the identities of the recycling proteins are not clear for all 
GPCRs. PDZ domain interactions may also facilitate association with scaffolding 
complexes such as the AKAPs that could provide spatio-temporal control to 
trafficking and signaling. Both PKA phosphorylation of receptor and Rab4 mediate 
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the rate of very rapid receptor recycling. CCP=clathrin-coated pit; EE=early 
endosome; RE=recycling endosome; LE/MVB=late endosome/multivesicular body; 
LY=lysosome.  
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